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I. INTRODUCTION

- Fastest growing economy between 2013-2017
- Second rank after China in 2013 by Engineering News Record journal (38 Contractors in the list)
- Large infrastructure projects unveiled (3rd Bosphorus Bridge, Istanbul Airport, CanalIstanbul)
II. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Alternative Dispute Resolution Methods in Turkey

- Legal Context and History
- Changes towards Alternative Dispute Resolution
  - Arbitration Law
  - Mediation Law
II. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

2.2. Legislation on Public Procurement
- Public Procurement Law
- IPA Tenders
- Public Private Partnership legislation
- BOT laws

2.3. Conclusion for the Dispute Board Concept: contractual nature.
III. DISPUTE BOARDS IN PRACTICE

3.1. Turkey, Turkish Contractors and Dispute Boards

3.2. Problems Faced
   - Cultural Problem
   - Enforceability Problem

3.3. Recent Developments
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